The Extentia Newsletter, Spring 2019

From the CEO's Desk
Hello and welcome to our Spring update in 2019!
The past few months have been all about the launch of our third development center in
Pune, our annual ApplePi event for children, and our growing relationship with SAP and
Salesforce. We have even had a couple of interesting breakfast talks and several XPL
events. You can learn more about them below!
In other news, Extentia has turned 20 — and we have events over the next few months,
as we will talk about the past, the future, and meet with customers and partners, to
celebrate two decades of Extentia!
Be sure to follow us on social media — like, share, and send in your ideas. As always,
your feedback is appreciated.

Umeed Kothavala

Recent Events — We Turned 20 and More!
The first week of March was all about a series of events as Extentia successfully
completed two decades. It opened with our annual company meet, the Forum, which was
all about looking back at the year past, and our plans moving forward. This was
immediately followed by our first ever Partner Connect event, a networking evening that
was attended by several clients and partners from across the globe. Finally, we had
Extentia's flagship event — the Annual Party, where we hosted over a thousand people
— Extentians, customers, family, and friends who came together to celebrate the 20th
anniversary!
Binu Moothedan Named as Vice President
— Salesforce Practice, at Extentia
We recently announced that Binu Moothedan
will now lead Extentia's Salesforce Practice as
the Vice President.
Binu has been a key figure since the beginning of Extentia's association with Salesforce in
2011 and brings to the table years of IT experience in a range of technologies, platforms,
languages, and business areas. It was also announced that Devashish Nayak and Suhas
Bhosale have been promoted to Delivery Managers for Engineering.
The Launch of Our Fourth Development Center
November 30, 2018 saw the inauguration of our new
development center at Marisoft, Kalyani Nagar, Pune. A
small ceremony was conducted to mark the opening of the
new office with eager, excited Extentians visiting the
premises throughout the day. The development center
houses over 100 members of our Salesforce team along
with several smaller teams.

ApplePi 2018 — Our Annual
Technology Carnival for Children
Tents were pitched for ApplePi 2018 in
December, as the tech-themed carnival for
kids and young adults rolled into town. As
soon as they entered, every child received
a map depicting the five 'carnival tents'
and were then left to their own devices to
discover what was in store. Each location
held a variety of different gadgets that
they could interact with including Voice
and Home Automation Systems (Lifx,
Amazon's Alexa and Google Home),
3Doodler, Hackaball, Oculus Rift, and
NeuroSky Mindwave Mobile to name a
few.
We Were at SAP TechEd in Bengaluru!
Devashish Nayak led the Extentia team at the SAP TechEd
conference in Bengaluru. TechEd is SAP's premier event
to promote technical learning about the 'Intelligent
Enterprise'. Along with Devashish were Ninad Pingale,
Rakesh Asati, Adithya Bhat, and Bhavesh Rao. As
expected they came up enthused, excited, full of ideas,
and ready to expand our SAP activities!

A Summary of Our Experience at
Dreamforce '18
Our presence at Dreamforce this year was
all about putting on display our increasing
commitment to Salesforce. With a
dedicated Center of Excellence and with a
variety of Salesforce® certifications, team
Extentia spoke to several consulting
partners and Salesforce ISVs who were
interested in our consulting services. With
our "Building Blocks" messaging,
Extentia's booth at Dreamforce attracted a
lot of attention and prospective
opportunities.
Extentia Joins the SAP OEM PartnerEdge Program
We are now part of SAP PartnerEdge program as an OEM
partner! This program will enable us to help our customers
and partners leverage a wide range of benefits, including
access to SAP analytics, mobile, cloud, flexible licensing,
co-development with SAP's product management team,
and future roadmap insights. Our growing relationship with
SAP continues to drive innovation, and opportunities
across the board.

Can You Become a UX Designer?
How often do we ignore adjustments that have become a
part of our daily lives? How often have we wondered if the
designers of everyday objects thought about their users?
And how often have we been convinced we’d do a better
job? Extentia's very own Roslin Dick explains UX design in
depth in this post. And reflects Extentia's growing
Experience Studio practice and focus.

Migration Made Easy!
This SlideShare presentation tells a story that
began ten years ago with Curating Memories
— a leading portal for budget travelers in
London and other major cities in the UK.
From their inception in 2001, they've provided
exceptional travel experiences to millions of
satisfied customers.
Let's Bake a Data Science Cake
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an exciting field and an
even more elusive one once we get to it. To make it
implementable, we have a group of statisticians with
expertise in the domains of business, economics,
programming, and machine learning, driving a brand
new 'data revolution' and an even newer profession —
data science. Read this post that explains the concept
in a fun and interesting manner!

Design Thinking Workshop for Newcomers
Extentia recently organized a Design Thinking Workshop
led by our own Design Director — Manali Mitra. The
session focused on empathy and understanding, which
helps one know their clients better in order to know their
needs and solve their issues. It was a unique experience
for all the newcomers and they thoroughly enjoyed it.

Our Breakfast Talks
We have been hosting breakfast talk sessions since 2009, where Extentians interact with
experts from different walks of life.
Recently, we had Manoj Vasudevan —
an international speaker, author,
consultant, and coach — talk to us.
Focusing on better leadership, teamwork,
and collaboration, the hour-long session
included a short tutorial on public
speaking, followed by the 'Mousetrap'
story which had people learning a vast
number of things.

In another interesting session, we had Gandhaar Sangoram — singer, music composer
and a director of Be Birbal Digital Media Pvt. Ltd. — who acquainted us with the intriguing
concept of music conveying a story without the use of actual words. Gandhaar
demonstrated the concept using Beethoven's piece, 'Für Elise', and Sangoram’s
beautifully crafted interpretation took the audience into a whole new world.

XPL
Extentia Premier League (XPL), our year-long internal
competition has six houses participating in sports
tournaments and cultural events. In December, we had
the annual Creathon, where it was all about putting our
creativity and skills to work. This year's theme was 'Data
Security and Awareness' and all the participants
impressed the judges by depicting their ideas on canvas.
As always, sport has always been big here at Extentia.
Enthusiastic participants from each house competed with
others in XPL Football and XPL Volleyball.

Extentia at the 33rd Pune International Marathon 2018
We participated in the 33rd Pune International Marathon,
for the 9th year in a row. This year we saw 42 Extentians
run — the highest number of participants from Extentia so
far! Most of the contributors ran the 5K and 10K, and one
dauntless Extentian even managed to complete the
challenging 21K! Additionally, the women of Extentia
participated in the Pune Women's Half Marathon —
successfully finishing 4k and 10k!

As always we look forward to hearing from you — and getting your feedback on what
we're up to and our newsletter.
Until next time!
— Team Extentia
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